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Abstract— Experimental findings with Xe(M) radiation in the
∼1 keV X-ray region have confirmed the presence of a predicted
zone of anomalously strengthened radiative coupling operative
at sufficiently high intensity (I > 1015 W/cm2) and frequency
(h̄ω > 5 eV). These new results herald the general existence of a
strongly enhanced modality of radiative interaction that is based
on ordered-driven electron motions in the attosecond regime.

Index Terms— Nonlinear optics, plasma channels, X-ray
emission.

I. INTRODUCTION

STUDIES of the simultaneous production of Xe(M)
and Xe(L) X-rays produced in plasma channels in a

xenon cluster target have been conducted with an enhanced
diagnostic suite. Overall, the aggregate of the recorded data
contains approximately ten thousand files of single pulse
multi-component information. Typically, each recorded file
includes (1) the 248 nm pulse energy (mJ), (2) the xenon
nozzle backing pressure (psi), (3) the nozzle temperature (K),
(4) Xe(M)/Xe(L) joint pinhole camera images, (5) a Thomson
image of the electron density from scattered 248 nm
light, (6) a Xe(M) or Xe(L) transversely observed spectrum,
and (7) an axially observed Xe(M) or Xe(L) spectrum. This
array of diagnostics is illustrated in Fig. (1). Importantly, the
pinhole camera images and the 248 nm energy measurement
are calibrated. Furthermore, in comparison to all earlier
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work, the Xe(M) and Xe(L) data are now obtained with an
instrumental sensitivity and dynamic range approximately
100-fold greater than earlier results. Accordingly, with this
sea change in capability, (A) new unexpected phenomena are
being observed and (B) the pace of experimental discovery has
been conservatively lifted by at least one order of magnitude.
Although much has been learned, there is a single chief
discovery of high significance that is the subject of this study.

II. KEY FINDING AND SIGNIFICANCE

A. Intensity-Frequency Interaction Landscape: Experimentally
Determined Zone of Anomalous Coupling

Based on a long sequence of experimental studies [1–19],
it is possible to forecast a zone of anomalous strong
electromagnetic coupling that stands in sharp contrast to
a corresponding region of conventional weaker interaction.
These two regions are presented in the intensity (I) –quantum
energy (h̄ω) plane illustrated in Fig. (2). As described
below, new data obtained through studies of plasma channel
production in a xenon cluster medium confirm this prediction
through measurements made in the keV region. The lower
boundary of the intensity for the anomalous coupling shown
in Fig. (2) is given approximately by I ∼ 1015 – 1016 W/cm2,
a range corresponding to an electric field slightly less than one
atomic unit (e/a2

o ∼ 5.14 × 109 V/cm). The corresponding
lower limit in the frequency, estimated on the basis of
measurements with N2 and Xe, is hω ∼ 5 eV, a value slightly
less than one half of a Rydberg. Therefore, as an overall
measure, the region of anomalous interaction is bounded by
the characteristic values of electric field strength (intensity)
and frequency (energy) associated with the hydrogen atom,
the paramount fundamental atomic entity.

Key supplementary data are also placed on Fig. (2). They
include (a) the line

eE

mωc
= 1 (1)

that defines the peak electric field E for the onset of relativistic
motions for elections with mass m and charge e driven at angu-
lar frequency ω, (b) the vacuum pair creation limit, the upper
value bounding the achievable intensity that is associated
with ultrarelativistic electron/positron cascades [20], (c) the
intensity I ∼= 4.6 × 1029 W/cm2 corresponding to the
Schwinger/Heisenberg limit [21, 22], and (d) the intensity
point characterizing saturated amplification of the Xe(L) hol-
low atom system [12–14].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of diagnostic array. The Thomson system images scattered
laser light from electrons in the plasma. The triple pinhole X-ray camera
allows the simultaneous imaging of Xe(M) and Xe(L) X-rays. The transverse
and axial von Hámos spectrometers measure the spectra of the emitted X-rays
in the side and forward directions, respectively.

Fig. 2. Intensity–quantum energy interaction plane. Experimental data define
a region of anomalous coupling that is designated by the green shading.

The quadrant of Fig. (2) that corresponds to the zone of
anomalous coupling that is estimated to be free of the cosmic
e+/e− cascade intensity limit [20] is highlighted in Fig. (3).
The lower boundaries are given roughly by

h̄ω > 1 keV (2)

and

I > 1015 W/cm2. (3)

This figure also designates a projected zone for intensities,
I > 1027 W/cm2 as a region in which nuclear reactions are
anticipated to be observed [23, 24].

B. Confirmation of Anomalous Zone With Evidence for
Nonlinear Coupling in the X-Ray Range

Simultaneous single-pulse X-ray pinhole images recording
Xe(M) and Xe(L) emission, respectively at ∼ 1 keV and

Fig. 3. Zone of anomalous interaction presented in Fig. 2, which is free
of the cascade limit for intensities up to the Schwinger/Heisenberg value. An
estimated zone associated with direct coupling to nuclei is also indicated [23],
[24]. The datum associated with the Xe(M) intensity illustrated in Fig. 4 is
given by the purple rectangle with coordinates of h̄ω ∼= 1 keV and I = 1015

to 1016 W/cm2.

∼ 4.5 keV from 248 nm channels produced in a xenon cluster
medium, give evidence for an anomalously strong nonlinear
coupling of the Xe(M) radiation to unexcited clusters whose
signature matches the predicted zone presented in Fig. (3). The
experiments demonstrate the following phenomena. Specifi-
cally, the outcome of strong Xe(M) production is the clear
observation of both (1) subsequent spatially overlapping Xe(L)
emission in the λ ∼ 2.8 Å range and (2) heavily modified
anomalous propagation of the Xe(M) radiation. The propaga-
tion, as shown in Fig. (4), manifestly illustrates the phenomena
of self-focusing of the Xe(M) radiation. The Xe(L) signal
presented in Fig. (5) reveals a spatially broad zone of Xe(L)
emission well matching the area of Xe(M) emission, a fact
that shows that this more energetic radiation is excited directly
by the strong Xe(M) signal. Specifically, the overall nonlinear
absorptive process observed is

nγ (M) → Xe∗(L) → γ (L) (4)

in which the minimum value of n is 5 based on the energies
of the states involved. We note that, on the basis of the known
measured threshold intensity of ∼2 × 1017 W/cm2 for the
production of Xe(L) emission by 248 nm irradiation of xenon
clusters [25], the 248 nm power used in this experiment of
∼ 2 TW could not produce this required intensity over the
large spatial scale of ∼ 400 μm in breadth observed for the
Xe(L) signal. Hence, the source of the Xe(L) excitation is the
Xe(M) radiation through the amplitude specified by Eq. (4),
a reaction confirmed by the spatial overlap of the Xe(M) and
X(L) signals illustrated in Figs. (4) and (5).

We note that related studies of nonlinear phenomena at
short wavelengths, such as the investigation of multipho-
ton absorption in the soft X-ray regime [26–30] and the
examination of hidden resonances appearing with ultrashort
high-intensity X-ray laser irradiation [31], have been recently
performed at the LCLS (Linac Coherent Light Source) [32],
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Fig. 4. Transverse pinhole camera image of Xe(M) radiation from 248 nm channel region, the direction of 248 nm propagation is right to left. (a) Linear
scale of observed emission. (b) Log scale of observed emission. (c) Panel (b) presented as a pixel array. (d) Isometric view of panel (c) clearly illustrating
the focusing collapse of the central zone as the Xe(M) beam propagates, downward in the image corresponds to increased distance of propagation, from right
to left corresponding to panels (a)–(c). Data are from 10 March 2010, shot #553, Xe(M).

the world’s first hard X-ray free-electron laser. Similar work
had been conducted earlier at the FLASH (Free-Electron
Laser in Hamburg) facility on xenon involving the giant 4d
resonance [18].

The two observed nonlinear couplings, one dispersive
and the other absorptive, as illustrated above in Figs. (4)
and (5), can be explained by the nonlinear Kramers-Krönig
relation [33]; the governing statement is

�n(ω; ζ ) = c

π
P

∫ ∞

0

�α(ω′; ζ )

ω′2 − ω2 dω′. (5)

The direct comparison of the Xe(M) and Xe(L) emissions
illustrated in Figs. (4) and (5) simply expresses both sides
of Eq. (5). Since Eq. (5) is a fundamental statement based
only on casuality, the presence of one effect necessarily
implies the presence of the other. Hence, the dual observation
shown in Figs. (4) and (5) is imperative. Estimates of the
maximum intensity of the Xe(M) X-ray emission shown in
Fig. (4) give values in the ∼ 1014 – 1016 W/cm2 region.
This range of intensity falls in the anomalous interaction zone
described above and is presented in Fig. (3) as the purple
region.

The overall lesson is clear; if the frequency is suffi-
ciently high, an intensity of ∼ 1015 W/cm2, or equivalently,
if the radiative electric field E of the wave falls in the
range

E >
e

5a2
o
, (6)

the chief outcome is the induction of very strong nonlinear
behavior that includes the production of inner-shell vacancies.

C. Significance

The significance of the nonlinear coupling associated with
Eq. (5) is highlighted by the location of the purple Xe(M)
rectangle shown in Fig. (3); it falls essentially at the lower limit
of the zone given by ∼1015 W/cm2 in Fig. (2). Furthermore,
on the basis of the measured threshold of ∼ 2 × 1017 W/cm2

for the corresponding production of Xe(L) emission with
248 nm radiation h̄ω ∼= 5 eV, we see that the threshold value
has decreased by a factor of ∼102 at the higher quantum
energy of ∼1 keV. It follows that the circumstances for the
production of deep inner-shell vacancies could hardly be more
favorable; the minimally required intensity provides strong
excitation of the main states of interest. Furthermore, since
the greatly reduced threshold now enables the consideration of
excitation of correspondingly increased volumes of material,
X-ray pulse energies in the 1-10 J range can now be practically
contemplated. Although a complete theoretical picture of this
phenomenon is not in hand, the experiments combine two
conditions in an incomparably new situation; specifically, it
is the alliance of (1) a strong radiation field on the order
of e/a2

o and (2) a high frequency ω whose period is less
than 5 as. Since a time of ∼ 5 as is far less than an
electron dephasing time in all materials, this situation is well
suited for the production of unconventional highly organized
electronic motions and we can anticipate the production of
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Fig. 5. Transverse pinhole camera images of the Xe(L) radiation from the 248 nm channel, which correspond spatially to the images shown in Fig. 4.
The key finding is the large broad zone (∼400 μm) of Xe(L) emission presented in panel (b) that matches the pattern of Xe(M) emission illustrated in
Fig. 4(b). Data are from 10 March 2010, shot #553, Xe(L).

new exceptional forms of energetically excited matter that are
analogous to the examples [6, 8] provided by N2 and Xe.

III. CONCLUSION

Experimental findings with Xe(M) radiation in the ∼1 keV
X-ray region have confirmed the presence of a predicted zone
of anomalously strengthened radiative coupling operative at
sufficiently high intensity (I > 1015 W/cm2) and frequency
(h̄ω > 5 eV). These new results herald the general existence
of a strongly enhanced modality of radiative interaction that
is based on ordered driven electron motions in the attosecond
regime.
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